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Some stronger version of the Leray product formula is proved. This enables us to find a new 
homotopy invariant for continuous mapsf: K—>Kfrom compact subsets of Euclidean space IR". 

1. The Brouwer-Jordan theorem. As an application of the new product formula 
we shall show that there exists a function c assigning to any continuous map / : K -> 
->K from a compact set K c IR", an integer or the infinity c(f,K)eZu {oo}, 
having the following properties: 
(cl) c(idK, K) is equal to the number of bounded connected components of Un\K, 

where idx : K -> K means the identity map. 
(c2) If maps / , g : K -> K are homotopic, f ~ g : K -+ K, (i.e. there exists a conti

nuous map h : K x [0, 1] -> K such that for each xeK, h(x, 0) = f(x) & 
h(x, 1) = g(x)), then c(f,K) = c(g,K). 

(c3) If maps / : K -> M and g : M -> K are continuous then c(gf, K) = c(fg, M). 
Recall, that compact subsets K, M a Rn have the same homotopy type iff there 

exist continuous maps / : K -> M and g : M -> K such that # / ~ id -̂ and /# ~ idM. 
Let us observe that the properties (cl) — (c3) imply the celebrated Brouwer-Jordan 

theorem: 
If compact sets K,MczUn have the same homotopy type then Rn\K and Rn\M 

have the same number of connected components. 
Indeed, let / : K -> M and g : M -> K be continuous maps such that gf ~ idK 

and fg ~ idM. Then we have: the number of bounded connected components of 
R" \ -K(eJ) c(idK, K) (CJ> c(gf, K) <£) c(fg, M) <£} c(idM, M) W the number of bounded 
connected components of IRW \ M. 

2. Product formula. Let us accept the following notations mostly taken from [D]. 

~a7b := {x e Rn : x = ta + (l - t) b , t e [0, 1]} , a, b e Rn 

d(A,B) := inf{|x - y\ : x e A, y eB} A, B a Rn 

*) Instytut Matematyki Uniwersytetu Šlaskiego, ul. Bankowa 14, 40 007 Katowice, Poland. 
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B(A, e) := {y e Un : 3 x e A ; \x - y\ < e} A cz Un 

B(a,e):= B({a},e) aeUn 

ln) - the set of all continuous maps / : Un -> Un, C°(Un) - the set of all maps 
/ : IR" -> Un of class C°°. Symbols A and dA mean the closure and the boundary of 
a set A cz Un. 

It will be convenient to introduce for any triple (/, A, a), where fe C(Un) and 
A cz Un is a bounded set such that a $f(dA), the following definition of degree 

deg (/, A, a) : = d(f\ int A, int A, a) 

where d is a degree function described in [D]. 
To prove results of this note we shall need to know some properties of the function 

deg. 
(pi) If feC°(Un) and aeUn\f(dA) is a regular value of the map /1 int A then 

deg (/, A, a) = £{sgn det/ '(x) : x e A nf~x(a)}, (agreement: ~~ = $)• 
0 

(p2) For each two open disjoint sets Al9 A2 cz A, AY n A2 = 0, if 
a $f(A \ (A! u A2)) then deg (/, A, a) = deg (/, Al9 a) + deg (/, A2, a). 

(p3) If deg (/, A, a) * 0 then a $f(A). 
(p4) If there exists a continuous map h : dA x [0, 1] -> Un such that V V 

xedA *e[0,l] 
h(x, t) + a & V h(x, 0) = f(x), h(x, 1) = g(x), then deg (/, A, a) = deg (g, A, a). 

xedA 

(p5) If / 1 dA = g | dA then deg (/, A, a) = deg (g, A, a). 
(p6) If a $f(x), g(x) for each x e 3A, then deg (/, A, a) = deg (g, A, a). 
(p7) If M cz IRW\/(3A) is a connected set then for each two points x,yeM, 

deg(f,A,x) = 6eg(g,A,y). 
The symbol deg (/, A, M) means that the degree deg(/, A, x) is constant for each 

XGM. 

Lemma. Assume that g : X -> Un is a continuous map from a compact space X 
and let ceUn be a point. Then for each open set U; g~x(c) cz U cz X, there exists 
an e> 0 such that for each continuous map gl :X -> Un, \g — g±\ < e implies 
g-'\B(c,ej\czU. 

Proof. Since the set X\U is compact hence the set V:= Un\g(X\U) is an 
open neighbourhood of the point c and g~x(c) cz g~x(V) c U. Choose an e > 0 
such that B(c, 3e) c V. Let gx :X -> IR", \g — gi|| < e, be a continuous map. 
Observe that 

W:=g^[B(c,e)]czU. 

Indeed, suppose that there exists a point x e W\ U. Then g(x) $ B(c, 3e) and 
gx(x)e B(c,e). This implies that \g(x) — gi(x)| = 2e, a contradiction with 
J9 - 9i\\ < £• 

Now we establish the main result of this paper. 
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Theorem (the product formula). Suppose that we are given two compact sets 
A, M c Un and a mapfe C(Un) such that f (A) c M. Let {Ms :seS} be the family 
of all bounded connected components of Un \ M. Then for any compact set K <=. Un, 
any map g e C(Un) and any point c, such that dK a A and ceUn\ g(M) the fol
lowing formula holds 

deg (gf, K, c) = X deg (/, K, Ms) . deg (g, Ms, c) 
seS 

where only finitely many terms are different from zero and £ = 0 when S = 0. 
seS 

Proof. Let us fix a map g e C(Un), a, compact set K c Un and a point c e Un 

such that dK c A and c -̂  g(M). 

(I) First, let us note that for the sets K, Ms, s e S* := S u { oo}, where M means 
the unbounded component of Un \ M, the following conditions hold 

(1) M s n / ( 3 K ) = 0 and c$(gf)(dK)v g(dMs) 

Define for each s e S* 

(2) Ks-.^Knf-^M,) 

The sets Ks have the following properties 

(3) f(dKs)^8Ms<=M and c$(gf)(dKs) 

(4) int Ks n int Kt = 0 for each s =)= f, 

(5) ( a / Y ^ n . K c . X i n t K , . 
seS* 

From (5) and by the compactness of the set K it follows that there exists a finite 
set Tcz S* such that 

(6) ( ^ - ^ n K c z U - n t K , 
teT 

Consequently according to the property (p2) 

(7) deg (gf, K,c) = ^ deg (gf, Kt, c) . 
teT 

For s e S* \ T we have; deg (gf, Ks, c) = 0. Thus the equality (7) can be written as 

(8) deg (gf, K, c) = £ deg (gf, Ks, c) . 
seS* 

To conclude the proof it suffices to show that for each s e S 

(i) deg (gf, Ks, c) = deg (f, K, Ms) . deg (g, Ms, c) 
and 
(ii) deg(gf,Kx,c) = 0. 

(II) Let us fix an index s e S* and choose an st > 0 such that 

(9) 38. < min {dftgf)-1 (c), dKs], d(g~\c), M), d(c, g(M))} 

and let Q c R" be an arbitrary closed ball with 

(10) f(K) c: int Q . 
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According to the Lemma and the Weierstrass approximation theorem there exist 
maps/s, gs e c°°(R") and an e e (0, e.) such that 

(11) QnM.n g;l\B(c, s)] <=Msn Bfy-^c), e] 

(12) Ks n (gj,)-1 [B(c, e)] <z int Ks n B^gf)'1 (c), £ l ] 

(13) fs[Ksn(gJs)-
1[B(c,e)]<=Ms, fs(K) czintQ, 

(14) I/-LII*, ll^-^lle. W - gJsU < £i • 
From the Sard Lemma it follows that there exists a point cs e B(c, e) being a regular 

value of the map gjs. From (14), (13) and (9) we have 

V V yф(gf)(x),(gsfs)(x) 
yєB(c,єi) xєðKs 

Since cs e B(c, e), according to the property (p6) we get 

(15) deg (gf, Ks, c) = deg (gsfs, Ks, cs) 

From (14), (9) and (l) it follows that 

V V y$g(x),gs(x) 
yeB(c,e) xedMs 

and the above fact in the case when Ms is a bounded component yields 

(16) deg (g, Ms, c) = deg (gs, Ms, cs) . 

The condition (13) implies 
fs[Ksn(gsfs)-

1(cs)]czMs 

and consequently 

(17) Ks n (gj,)'1 (cs) = U{* s nf;\y) :yeMsn g;1^)} 

Observe that from (11) we get 

QnMsn g^(ca) cz Ms n B[g-\c), c j 

and in view of (14), (3) and (9) this implies that 
V V yif(x),fs(x) 

yeQnMsngs~x(cs) xedKs 

Moreover, according to (p6) we get 

(18) V deg (f, Ks, y) = deg (f„ Ks, y) 
yeQnMsng-1^,) 

Definition 2 of the set Ks along with the property (p2) yields deg (f, K, Ms)
 (^> 

= deg (f, Ks, M.) = deg (f, K„ QnMsn 9; \cs)) <H> 
= dsg(f„K„ QnMsn g;1^)). 

Since f(K) KJ fs(Ks) <= Q, we see, applying (p3) that 

Vdeg(f,K,y) = 0 = deg(f„K„y) 
y*Q 
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and in consequence 

(19) deg (/, K, Ms) = deg (fs, Ks, Ms n g; \cs)) 

(III) Now let us prove the conditions (i), (ii). 

deg (gf, Ks, c) <l» deg (gs/s, Ks, cs) W 

= £{sgn det (gsfs)
f (x):xeKsn (gsfs)~' (cs)} ffi> 

= £{sgn det g's(y) • detf'(x) :yeMsng;\cs), xeKsn f;\y)} = 

= £{sgn det g's(y) :yeMsn g;\cs)} • £{sgn det/s'(x) : x eKs nf;\y)} <_!> 

= £{sgn det g'sy) • deg (/s, Ks, y) : y e Ms n g; *(y)} <B 

= deg (fs, Ks, Ms) • £{sgn det gs(y) :yeMsn g; *(cs)} . 

It was shown that 

(20) deg (gf, Ks, c) = deg (/, K, Ms) • £{sgn det g's(y) :yeMsng; *(y)} . 

From (p3) and (p7) we infer that deg (/, K, M^) = 0, and this together with (20) 
completes the proof of the equality (ii). In the case when s e S we have 

£{sgn det g's(y) :yeMsng;\cs)} W deg(gs, Ms, cs)
 (-L6> deg(g, M, c) 

Comparing the above with (20) we obtain (i). The proof of the theorem is completed. 

Remark. The well known in literature the Leray product formula (cf. [P ] or [S]) 
is a special case of presented in this note the product formula, when A = dK and 
M=f(dK). 

3. Definition of the function c. Let K c IR" be a compact set and let {K£: i e 1} 
be the family of all bounded connected components of IR" \K . For any m a p / e C(Un) 
such that/(K) c K let us define 

< / > * ) : = E deg(/K^K , -) 
iel 

when only finitely many terms are different from zero, and 

c(f,K):= oo 
in the other case. 

It is clear that the properties (pi), (p5) and (p4) imply the properties (cl) and (c2). 
We shall prove that the property (c3) holds, too. 

Assume that one of the numbers c(gf, K) or c(fg, M) is finite, for example let 
c(gf,K) < oo. Let {K(: i el}, {Mj :jeJ} mean the families of all bounded con
nected components of Rn\K, Rn\M, respectively. From the product formula we 
get 

(21) deg (gf, Ki9 K,) = £ deg (/, Kt, Mj) • deg (g, Mj, Kt) 
JeJ 

(22) deg (fg, Mj9 Mj) = £ deg (g, Mj9 K,) - deg (/, Ki9 Mj) 
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Then 

c(gf, K) : = £ deg (gf, K-„ K() W £ £ deg (/, K„ Mj) • deg (g, M„ Kt) = 
iel iel jeJ 

= Z Z deg (g, Mj, K,) • deg (f, K„ Mj) <2> 
jeJ ie/ 

= X deg (fg, Mp MJ) =: c(fg, M) . 
jeJ 

From the above part it follows that 

c(gf, K) = oo <-> c(fg, M) = oo 

The proof of the property (c3) is completed. 
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